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Abstract— Packet buffers in router/switch interfaces constitute
a central element of packet networks. The appropriate sizing of
these buffers is an important and open research problem. Much
of the previous work on buffer sizing modeled the traffic as an
exogenous process, i.e., independent of the network state, ignoring
the fact that the offered load from TCP flows depends on delays
and losses in the network. In TCP-aware work, the objective
has often been to maximize the utilization of the link, without
considering the resulting loss rate. Also, previous TCP-aware
buffer sizing schemes did not distinguish between flows that are
bottlenecked at the given link and flows that are bottlenecked
elsewhere, or that are limited by their size or advertised window.
In this work, we derive the minimum buffer requirement for
a Drop-Tail link, given constraints on the minimum utilization,
maximum loss rate, and maximum queueing delay, when it
is feasible to achieve all three constraints. Our results are
applicable when most of the traffic (80-90%) at the given link is
generated by large TCP flows that are bottlenecked at that link.
For heterogeneous flows, we show that the buffer requirement
depends on the harmonic mean of their round-trip times, and on
the degree of loss synchronization. To limit the maximum loss
rate, the buffer should be proportional to the number of flows
that are bottlenecked at that link, when that number exceeds a
certain threshold. The maximum queueing delay constraint, on
the other hand, provides a simple upper bound on the buffer
requirement. We also describe how to estimate the parameters
of our buffer sizing formula from packet and loss traces, evaluate
the proposed model with simulations, and compare it with two
other buffer provisioning schemes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The packet buffers of router or switch interfaces (“links”)
are an essential component of packet networks. They absorb
the rate variations of incoming traffic, delaying packets when
there is contention for the same output link. In general, increasing the buffer space at a router interface tends to increase
the link utilization and decrease the loss rate, but it also
tends to increase the maximum queueing delay. Consequently,
a simple but fundamental question is: what is the minimum
buffer requirement of a network link given certain constraints
on the minimum utilization, maximum loss rate, and maximum
queueing delay?
Perhaps surprisingly, the answer to this question is still
not well understood, and several different answers are often
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quoted. Typically, a router or switch interface will be configured at the time of its purchase with a certain amount of
buffering. A major vendor recommends that a router interface
should have 500ms worth of buffering, implying that the
buffer requirement is proportional to the capacity of the
corresponding link. But why is this the right answer, and if so,
why is 500ms the right delay? A common rule of thumb is that
the buffer requirement is equal to the bandwidth-delay product,
in which the bandwidth term is the capacity of the link, and
the delay term corresponds to the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of
a TCP connection that may saturate that link. However, what
if the link is loaded with several TCP flows? What if their
RTTs are different? And how do different types of flows (e.g.,
large versus small) affect the required buffer size?
The buffer sizing problem would be tractable if we had
an accurate model to characterize Internet traffic. In that
case, it might be possible to calculate the buffer requirement,
given certain performance objectives, based on an analytical
or numerical evaluation of the corresponding queueing system.
Significant advances have been made in that direction, especially in the context of QoS provisioning; we refer the reader
to [1], [2] and to the references therein. Such approaches,
however, face two major problems. First, an accurate and
parsimonious traffic model that would be valid for any Internet
link is still to be found, while the accurate parameterization
of such models is often an even harder process. Second,
more importantly, the previous approach is intrinsically “openloop”, meaning that the traffic that is applied to a queue is
an exogenous process that does not depend on the state of the
network. Clearly that is not the case with Internet traffic, given
that TCP flows, which account for almost 90% of Internet
traffic, react to packet losses and RTT variations. A closedloop approach, on the other hand, would couple the traffic
sources with the amount of buffering and the resulting delays
and losses in the network, adjusting the throughput of the
former based on how TCP behaves.
A well cited paper in the area of buffer sizing for TCP
traffic is the work by Villamizar and Song [3]. That is an
early experimental study, performed at a WAN testbed, that
measured the link utilization and the throughput of end-toend bulk TCP transfers with different buffer configurations. A
recommendation given by [3] is that the buffer space should
be at least equal to the bandwidth-delay product of the link,
where the “delay” term refers to the RTT of a single TCP
flow that attempts to saturate that link. No recommendations

are given, however, for the more realistic case of multiple TCP
flows with different RTTs.
Quite recently, Appenzeller et al. [4] concluded that the
buffer requirement at a link decreases with the square root
of the number N of TCP flows that are active at that link.
According to their analysis, the buffer requirement to achieve
almost 100% utilization is
CTavg
B= √
N

(1)

referred to as the “Stanford scheme” henceforth. Note that for
N =1, this is the rule of thumb in [3]. The key insight behind
the Stanford scheme is that, when the number of competing
flows is sufficiently large, they can be considered independent
and non-synchronized, and so the standard deviation of the
aggregate offered load (and of the queue occupancy) decreases
with the square root of N . An important point about the
Stanford model is that it aims to keep the utilization close to
100%, without considering the resulting loss rate. We believe
that the loss rate is a crucial performance metric in TCP/IP
networks, and that buffer sizing should aim to keep the loss
rate bounded to a small value. Furthermore, the Stanford
scheme is applicable when N is so large that the effects of
(even partial) loss synchronization on buffer sizing can be
ignored.
The first work to consider the effect of the number of
competing TCP flows on the buffer sizing problem was by
Morris in [5], [6]. He recognized that the loss rate increases
dramatically with the number of active TCP flows, and that
buffering based on the bandwidth-delay product can be grossly
insufficient in practice, causing frequent TCP timeouts and
unacceptable variations in the throughput and transfer latency
of competing TCP transfers [5]. He also proposed the FlowProportional Queueing (FPQ) mechanism, as a variation of
RED, which adjusts the amount of buffering based on the
number of active TCP flows. FPQ is a cornerstone of our work,
and we explain it in detail in §IV. However, neither [6] and [4]
distinguish between flows that are bottlenecked at the given
link and flows that are bottlenecked elsewhere, or between
flows that are limited by their size or advertised window. We
show that the buffer requirement of a link depends not on the
number of active flows, but on the number of flows that are
throughput-limited due to congestion at that link.
A related area of work is that of Active Queue Management
(AQM) [7], [8], [9], [10]. Instead of using simple DropTail queues, AQM uses early drops, before buffer overflows
occur, aiming to control the average queue size independent
of the physical buffer size, stabilize the queue size, and avoid
bursty losses and global loss synchronization. Note that AQM
schemes cannot control the maximum loss rate. Also, the
effects of heterogeneous RTTs, non-persistent connections,
and of the number of competing flows on AQM parameters
are not well understood. Furthermore, AQM schemes are not
deployed in the Internet, at least so far. Even though our buffer
sizing method is not directly applicable to AQM schemes, it is

important to note that AQM schemes would not solve the main
problem that we consider in this paper (namely, to maintain
full utilization with maximum loss rate and queueing delay
constraints).
In this work, we focus on the buffer requirement of a
Drop-Tail queue given constraints on the minimum utilization,
maximum loss-rate, and, when feasible, on the maximum
queueing delay. Specifically, we derive the minimum buffer
size that is required so that the link can be fully utilized
by heterogeneous TCP flows, while keeping the loss rate
and the queueing delay bounded by given thresholds. The
minimum amount of buffering to satisfy these constraints is
preferred, because larger buffers cost more and they lead to
increased queueing delays and jitter. We show that the buffer
requirement given N heterogeneous TCP flows depends on
the harmonic mean of their round-trip times1 . We also show
that the degree of loss synchronization can significantly affect
the buffer requirement, especially for links that carry less than
a few tens of persistent TCP flows at a time (for instance,
access or edge links). To limit the loss rate at the link, we
show that the minimum buffer requirement is proportional to
the number of flows Nb that are “bottlenecked” at that link, i.e.,
throughput-limited only by local congestion, when Nb exceeds
a threshold. Depending on the value of Nb and the given delay
bound, it may not be feasible to satisfy both the loss rate and
delay constraints. In that case, the operator can perform buffer
sizing based on the constraint that he/she considers as most
important.
Our model is applicable and accurate when most of the
traffic (80-90%) at the given link belongs to the Nb locally
bottlenecked flows. The rest of the traffic can be UDP flows,
short TCP flows, window-limited TCP flows, and persistent
TCP flows that are bottlenecked elsewhere. The main contribution of the paper is a buffer sizing formula that we refer to
as Buffer Sizing for Congested Links (BSCL). We also describe
how to estimate the parameters that BSCL depends on, namely
flow RTTs, number of locally bottlenecked flows, and a loss
synchronization factor, from packet and loss traces. Finally,
we use simulations to validate BSCL and to compare it with
the bandwidth-delay product buffer sizing formula, and with
the Stanford scheme.
Paper structure: Section II describes our link and traffic
model and states the buffer sizing problem. Section III derives the buffer requirement focusing only on the utilization
constraint. Section IV extends the previous result considering
the maximum loss rate constraint. Section V introduces the
maximum delay constraint and gives the condition under
which the buffer sizing problem has a solution. Section VI
describes how to estimate the parameters of BSCL. Section VII
validates BSCL and compares it with two related schemes. We
conclude in Section VIII.
1 The

harmonic mean of N numbers T1 , . . . TN is given by
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II. T RAFFIC

MODEL AND OBJECTIVES

Our model of a router/switch interface is a single queue
with constant capacity C bytes/sec and buffer space B bytes.
The queue follows the Drop-Tail policy, meaning that it drops
an arriving packet if there is not enough space in the buffer. Of
course a modern router interface is much more complex than
this simple queue. Our model is applicable, however, under
the following assumptions. First, we consider output-queued
multiplexers, in which packets are switched to the appropriate
output interface before any significant queueing at the input
ports. In router architectures that use virtual-output-queueing
or shared memory among all interfaces, the model should be
adjusted to consider a variable capacity C or a variable buffer
space B, respectively. Second, the assumption of a single
queue per interface is justified by the fact that, even though
many routers provide several queues for different classes of
service, typically only one of them is used. Third, we assume
that the buffer is structured in terms of bytes, rather than
packets or cells of a certain size. Modifying the results for
buffers with a more coarse addressing granularity should be
straightforward.
The buffer sizing objectives that we consider are related to
three major performance metrics for a network link: utilization, loss rate, and queueing delay. Specifically, we want to
calculate the amount of buffering B that satisfies the following
constraints, when it is feasible to do so:
1) Full utilization: The average utilization ρ of the link
should be at least ρ̂ ≈ 100% when the offered load is
sufficiently high. In the rest of the paper, we set ρ̂=98%.
2) Maximum loss rate p̂: The loss rate p should not
exceed p̂, typically 1-2% for a saturated link. A limited
loss rate allows persistent TCP connections to achieve
a significant throughput, and it reduces the throughput
variability among different flows. A low loss rate is also
important for short TCP flows, that often cannot recover
from losses using Fast-Retransmit, and for interactive or
real-time applications that cannot afford retransmission
delays. Morris showed simulation results for the transfer
latency of short TCP flows as the loss rate increases [6].
His results show that the loss rate increases almost with
the square of the number of competing flows. The loss
rate increase causes, not only a reduction in the average
flow throughput, but also a significant increase in the
variation of the transfer latency across different flows.
This is because some short flows are “lucky” and they
do not see packet losses, while other flows experience
several losses and retransmission timeouts. In other
words, a large loss rate causes significant unfairness in
the bandwidth distribution among flows, and also large
transfer latencies due to frequent TCP retransmission
timeouts.
ˆ The queueing delay d
3) Maximum queueing delay d:
ˆ Even though a queueing
should not exceed a bound d.
delay requirement can be stated in terms of short-term

averages, or in terms of the delay tail distribution, a
bound on the maximum queueing delay is simpler to
verify and it leads to deterministic, rather than statistical,
guarantees. The SLAs provided by major ISPs today
are often expressed in terms of maximum delays. The
maximum delay requirement is important for real-time
applications, and it is also related to the transfer latency
of short TCP flows. In general, increasing B tends to
increase ρ, decrease p, but at the same time increase
ˆ may
d. This implies that the given constraints (ρ̂, p̂, d)
not be feasible. Specifically, for the maximum delay
ˆ
requirement to be met, we must have that B < C d.
It is possible however that unless if B is larger than
ˆ it is not feasible to meet utilization and/or loss
C d,
rate constraints. In that case, the operator would have to
choose whether the maximum delay constraint is more
important than the utilization and loss rate constraints,
and perform buffer sizing accordingly. We return to this
issue in §V.
In the following, we refer to the link that we focus on as
the “target link”. The answer to the buffer sizing problem
is intimately related to the traffic at the target link. We next
describe various types of traffic.
a) Locally Bottlenecked Persistent (LBP) TCP flows:
These are large TCP flows which are only limited, in terms
of throughput, by congestive losses at the target link. The
throughput R of LBP flows can be approximated by the
following simple formula, derived in [11],
R=

0.87M
√
T p

(2)

where M is the flow’s Maximum Segment Size, T is the flow’s
average RTT, and p is the loss rate that the flow experiences.
The previous model is fairly accurate when p is less than 25% and most losses are recovered with Fast-Retransmit. More
accurate models, taking into account retransmission timeouts,
a maximum advertised window, or different variations of TCP
(such as SACK) exist in the literature (see [12], [13] and
references therein). We prefer to use (2), however, mostly due
to its simplicity. It is important to note that, for LBP flows,
the loss rate p should be equal to the loss rate at the target
link, i.e., the flow should not encounter losses elsewhere in
its path. Also note that the average window of an LBP flow,
W = RT , is independent of the flow’s RTT.
b) Remotely Bottlenecked Persistent (RBP) TCP
flows: These are also large TCP flows that are only limited
by congestion, and their throughput can be approximated by
(2). The difference with LBP flows is that RBP flows also
experience losses in links other than the target link, and that
their throughput bottleneck is not the target link. Hence the
value of p for these flows in (2) would be larger than the loss
rate at the target link.
c) Window-limited Persistent TCP flows: These are
also large TCP flows, but their throughput is limited by the
receiver advertised window. Note that window-limited flows

may also experience packet losses at the target link. Their
difference with LBP flows is that the latter keep increasing
their window until a loss occurs.
d) Short TCP flows and non-TCP traffic: Finally, the
traffic at the target link may include TCP mice and non-TCP
flows. The former spend most of their lifetime in slow start,
and they typically account for a small share of the aggregate
traffic in Internet links [14], [15]. The latter can be viewed as
exogenous traffic, and they are also typically a small share.
The key assumption in the rest of this paper is that most
of the traffic at the target link is generated from LBP flows.
The reason behind this assumption is that we heavily rely
on the “sawtooth” behavior of TCP flows, as well as on
(2). Note that non-LBP traffic could also contribute to the
buffer requirement. Our conjecture is, however, that if the
LBP flows account for almost the entire aggregate traffic, then
any additional buffer requirement due to non-LBP flows can
be ignored. The simulations of § VII show that the proposed
BSCL formula is valid as long as LBP flows account for 8090% of the aggregate traffic in the target link.
The major implication of the previous assumption is that
BSCL will be mostly applicable in edge and access networks,
where certain links can become congested with large TCP
flows that are locally bottlenecked. Core network links, or links
that rarely become the bottleneck for the majority of their
traffic, should not be provisioned based on BSCL. For such
links, the Stanford scheme of [4] may be more appropriate.
On the other hand, the Stanford scheme can lead to a high loss
rate in links with a large fraction of LBP traffic, as shown in
§ VII. We note that even though most of the Internet links
today are probably well-provisioned and not congested, there
are certainly bottlenecks at “last-mile” links, access networks,
as well as in the developing world.
III. U TILIZATION CONSTRAINT
Consider, initially, the utilization constraint ρ̂ ≈ 100%, and
let us assume that the traffic consists only of Nb LBP flows2 .
The objective of buffer provisioning in this case is to “hide”
the TCP window reductions due to congestive losses from the
link’s output rate. This can be achieved by buffering enough
traffic before the losses, so that even after any congestive
losses and window reductions the link remains saturated.
A. Single flow
In the case of a single TCP flow with RTT T seconds,
the previous insight leads to the well-known bandwidth-delay
product buffer sizing formula B ≥ CT . In detail, suppose that
the flow has reached a window size W max when it causes a
buffer overflow. At that time the window is W max ≥ CT +B,
and so one or more packets must be dropped. In congestion
avoidance, in particular, only one packet will be dropped
because W max = CT + B + 1. If all dropped packets are
detected with Fast-Retransmit as a single congestion event,
2 We

use Nb for the number of LBP flows to distinguish from the total
number of flows N .

which is more likely to happen if the connection uses the
SACK option, the window will be reduced by a factor of
two and the window will become W min = W max /2. So,
the minimum window size after a congestion event can be as
low as W min = (CT + B)/2. The link will remain saturated
as long as W min ≥ CT , and so the minimum required buffer
space is
B = CT
(3)
The previous buffer requirement has the form of a “bandwidthdelay product”, with “bandwidth” referring to the capacity
of the link and “delay” referring to the RTT of the TCP
connection that saturates the link.
Two remarks about this formula: First, an important assumption is that the window is reduced by only a factor of two.
However, in slow-start, and especially if SACK is not used,
several packets can be lost at the same time causing multiple
window reductions, or even timeouts. In that case, (3) may not
be sufficient to avoid a utilization drop. Second, the RTT term
of (3) does not include any queueing delays in the target link;
however, queueing delays in other links should be included in
T.
B. Heterogeneous flows - global synchronization
Consider now the general case of Nb heterogeneous LBP
flows with RTT Ti , i=1, . . . Nb . We first derive the minimum
buffer requirement for full utilization considering the worstcase scenario in which all flows experience a loss at the same
congestion event. Such global loss synchronization events are
common in Drop-Tail buffers carrying just a few flows.
Suppose that during a particular congestion event around
time tc each of the Nb flows reduces its window from a
maximum value Wimax to a minimum value Wimin . As in the
case of a single flow, we assume that after the congestion event
the window of each flow is reduced by a factor of two, i.e.,
Wimin = Wimax /2. Before the congestion event, the backlog
of flow i at the buffer is Qmax
= Wimax − Wif lt , where Wif lt
i
is the amount of bytes from flow i “in-flight” in the path, but
not backlogged at the queue of the target link, just prior to
the congestion event. As shown in [12], the expected value
of the TCP congestion window at any point in time does not
depend on the flow’s RTT. So, as long as all Nb LBP flows
experience the same loss rate at the target link, we have that
Wif lt =W f lt for all i.
The aggregate backlog before the congestion event is
Q

max

=

Nb
X
i=1

(Wimax − W f lt )

(4)

Since all the windows are at their maximum values, this is the
maximum possible backlog at the bottleneck link. To ensure
that the link remains saturated after tc , when the windows are
at their minimum values, we must have that
Qmin =

Nb
X
i=1

(Wimin − W f lt ) ≥ 0

(5)

Q

max

= Nb W

f lt

(6)

In order for the Nb flows to saturate the link even when the
aggregate backlog is zero, we must have that
Nb
X

Rimin = C

(7)

where
event,

is the throughput of flow i after the congestion

Rimin =

Q

= Nb W

=

Nb
X

Ti

C
P Nb

i=1

Rimin Ti

i=1

=

Nb
X
i=1

C
P Nb
i=1

Nb
= PNb
i=1 1/Ti
i=1 1/Ti

1
PNb

1/Ti

(10)

(11)

(12)

In the case of Nb homogeneous flows with RTT Ti =T ,
the effective RTT is equal to T , and the minimum buffer
requirement becomes as in the case of a single flow.
It is interesting that the effective RTT is given by the
harmonic mean, as opposed to the arithmetic mean of the flow
RTTs. The harmonic mean of Nb uniformly distributed positive values is lower than their arithmetic mean. For instance,
suppose that we have Nb RTTs uniformly distributed from
T
Ti
Nb to T i.e. Ti = Nb with i = 1, . . . Nb . The effective RTT
, which can be approximated by
is given by Te = PNTb
i=1
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few connections have atypically large RTTs, as long as most
LBP flows have small RTTs. This would not be the case if the
effective RTT was determined by the arithmetic mean.

where Te is referred to as the effective RTT of the Nb flows,
and it is given by the harmonic mean of their RTTs,

i=1
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(9)

1/Ti
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We set the minimum buffer requirement to be the maximum
possible backlog i.e. B = Qmax . Hence, the minimum buffer
requirement for saturating the link can be written again as a
bandwidth-delay product

Nb
X

70

(8)

and so the maximum possible backlog follows from (6)
f lt

80

0

W min
W f lt
= i
=
Ti
Ti
From (7) and (8), we get that
Rimin

max

C=45Mbps
C=75Mbps

90

20

i=1

Rimin

100

Median size of loss bursts

where Qmin is the backlog at the bottleneck after tc . To derive
the minimum buffer requirement, we consider the extreme case
in which Wimin =W f lt for all i, and so Qmin =0. So, since
2Wimin = Wimax , the maximum possible backlog is given by

1/i

Te ≈ T /(lnNb + 1). For Nb =1000, we get Te ≈ T /8, while
the RTT arithmetic mean is approximately four times larger.
The reason that the buffer requirement depends more heavily on small RTTs is that the corresponding flows have a
larger share of their window backlogged in the buffer of the
target link than elsewhere in the path, compared to flows with
larger RTTs (remember that they all have the same average
window). A practical implication of this result is that the
buffer requirement can remain relatively small, even when a

C. Heterogeneous flows - partial synchronization
The assumption of global loss synchronization gave us a
simple result for the minimum buffer requirement, but it is
fairly restrictive. We now derive the buffer requirement in the
case of partial loss synchronization with a simple probabilistic
model.
The starting point for this model is the relation between the
number of LBP flows Nb and the loss-burst length L(Nb ) i.e.,
the number of dropped packets during a congestion event. A
congestion event can be loosely defined as a time period in
which one or more packets from different flows are dropped
in a short duration, relative to the duration of loss-free time
periods.
To empirically measure L(Nb ) with simulations, we examine the time series of the packet drops at the target link
and count the number of successive drops that are spaced by
less than the effective RTT of the corresponding flows. The
reason for choosing the RTT as the appropriate time scale
is because TCP flows detect and react to packet losses in
(roughly) a single RTT. We observed, through simulations, that
L(Nb ) tends to increase with the number of LBP flows Nb . To
illustrate this, Figure 1 shows simulation results for the median
loss-burst length as a function of Nb 3 . Notice that the lossburst length increases as the number of LBP flows increases.
This is because, as Nb increases, more flows experience packet
drops every time the buffers of that link overflow, even if the
flows are not completely synchronized. Also note that L(Nb )
increases almost linearly with Nb with a slope that is less than
3 More details about the simulation topology and parameters are given in
the Appendix. For the results of Figure 1, we have C=45Mbps and 75Mbps,
with B=CTavg packets. These simulations were run ten times with different
random seeds, and Figure 1 shows the median loss-burst length across the ten
runs.

q(Nb ) = 1 − (1 −

1 L̄Nb
)
Nb

(13)

Note that, the fraction q(Nb ) decreases as Nb increases,
meaning that it becomes less likely for a given flow to see
a loss during a congestion event.
Suppose that W is the average window size (in bytes) of
a flow before a loss-burst of length L̄Nb . After the loss-burst,
we expect that a fraction q(Nb ) of flows will see losses and
they will reduce their window by a factor of two, while the
rest of the flows will increase their window by one packet.
Thus, the average window size W 0 after the congestion event
will be
W
W = q(Nb )
+ [1 − q(Nb )](W + M )
2
0

(14)

where M is the flow’s segment size. The link was saturated
before the congestion event, when the buffer was full, and so
Nb W ≥ CT +B. We require that the link stays saturated after
the congestion event. Since we are interested in the minimum
buffer requirement, we can consider the case that the buffer
becomes empty after the congestion event, and so Nb W 0 =
CT . This is equivalent to the following expression
q(Nb )

CT + B
CT + B
CT
+ [1 − q(Nb )](
+ M) =
(15)
2Nb
Nb
Nb

Solving for B, the minimum buffer requirement is
B=

q(Nb )CT − 2M Nb [1 − q(Nb )]
2 − q(Nb )

(16)

where q(Nb ) can be calculated from (13) if we have an
estimate of the average size of a loss-burst for the given
number of flows Nb .
Some remarks on (16) follow. First, in the case of global
loss synchronization q(Nb )=1 and so the resulting buffer
requirement becomes B = CT , as in (11) for the case
of homogeneous flows. Second, the effect of partial loss
synchronization is to reduce the buffer requirement, since B
decreases as Nb increases. Intuitively, this is because when
flows are partially synchronized, they do not reduce their
windows at exactly the same time, and so the amount of
backlogged traffic that is needed to keep the link saturated is
reduced. Third, the above equation is derived considering N b
homogeneous LBP flows. To take into account heterogeneous
connections, we would replace T in the above equation with
Te , where Te is the effective RTT defined earlier.

1000

Minimum buffer requirement B (packets)

one, at least for the range of Nb in Figure 1; we return to this
point later in the section.
If we could estimate the average size of a loss-burst L̄Nb
for Nb LBP flows, then we can derive the minimum buffer
requirement for full utilization. Consider a congestion event
with the average loss-burst length L̄Nb . The probability that
none of the L̄Nb dropped packets belongs to a particular flow
i is (1 − 1/Nb )L̄Nb . So, the fraction of flows that are expected
to see at least one loss is
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Fig. 2. The deterministic model (11), the probabilistic model (16), and
simulation results for a utilization constraint ρ̂=98%. Note that the TCP flows
are heterogeneous, and so their effective RTT changes as we increase N . This
explains the spike of the curves when N ≈ 5.

D. Model validation
Figure 2 compares the deterministic model (11), the probabilistic model (16), and simulation results for the minimum
required buffer size that keeps the utilization above ρ̂=98%.
Note that the flows have different RTTs (see Appendix), and
so the effective RTT Te varies as we increase Nb .
To simplify the estimation of L̄Nb , let us go back to
Figure 1. Observe that the relation between loss-burst length
and Nb is almost linear, and so we can approximate L̄Nb as
L̄Nb ≈ αNb

(17)

where α is the loss synchronization factor. Our simulations
have shown that α <1, typically in the range 0.4-0.7 for the
range of Nb shown in Figure 2. We observed that the linear
approximation (17) remains valid as long as Nb is more than 35 flows, and less than a couple of hundreds of flows. As will be
shown in the next section, the buffer requirement depends on
the loss synchronization factor only when Nb is less than a few
tens of flows. For larger values of Nb , the buffer requirement
is determined by the maximum loss rate constraint and it does
not depend on L̄Nb . So, the linear approximation of (17) is
sufficient for our purposes.
Figure 2 shows that the probabilistic model (16) follows
closely the simulation results for a loss synchronization factor
α=0.6. With α=0.4, which was observed in the simulations of
Figure 1, (16) underestimates the buffer requirement. The error
is not large, however, implying that the buffer requirement is
robust to errors in the estimate of α. Notice that the deterministic model B = CTe , on the other hand, overestimates
the required buffer size by a factor of almost ten for large
values of Nb . This overestimation can lead to large queues,
and increased transfer latencies and jitter. Thus, we prefer to
use the probabilistic model, even though it requires a rough
estimate for the loss synchronization factor α (or for L̄Nb ).

Note that Figure 2 shows the buffer requirement in terms of
packets, while (16) is in terms of bytes. To convert from bytes
to packets, the buffer size given by (16) is divided by the
segment size M =1500B.
The probabilistic model remains accurate as long as the
number of flows is less than about 80 in the simulations
of Figure 2. For a larger number of flows, the loss rate
becomes higher than 4-5%, flows often experience timeouts
and multiple window reductions during the same congestion
event, and our probabilistic model becomes inaccurate. In that
operating region, however, the buffer requirement does not
depend on the utilization constraint, but on the maximum loss
rate constraint that we examine in the next section. So, the
probabilistic model (16) is accurate for the operating region
in which it is meant to be used.
IV. L OSS RATE

CONSTRAINT

The previous section derived the minimum buffer requirement for saturating a link that is loaded with LBP flows. Even
though utilization is a major concern for a network operator,
the service that end-users perceive can be quite poor when
the loss rate is more than about 5%. Losses are particularly
detrimental for relatively short and interactive flows, such as
HTTP flows, which often have to recover dropped packets
with retransmission timeouts [16]. Even for bulk transfers, a
high loss rate can cause timeouts to those “unlucky” flows
that experience multiple nearby losses, affecting them more
severely than other flows [5]. Consequently, we are also
interested in an upper bound p̂ on the loss rate of a congested
link. In the rest of the paper, we assume that p̂ is 1%.
There is an intimate connection between the loss rate p at a
link and the number Nb of LBP flows at the target link. From
(2), we see that if Nb homogeneous flows with RTT T saturate
a link with capacity C, the loss rate p will be proportional to
the square of Nb ,
0.87 2
p = Nb 2 (
)
(18)
CT
The previous expression is accurate only when the link is
adequately buffered so that the Nb flows can saturate it. Also,
(18) is valid as long as the model of (2) is applicable; if p
is larger than about 3-5%, timeouts become common and p
increases almost linearly with Nb [5].
One way to interpret (18) is that, given an upper bound p̂
on the loss rate,
√ the number of persistent TCP flows should
be less than p̂ CT /0.87. That would require, however, an
admission control scheme, limiting the number of flows that
can access the network. Such schemes have been previously
proposed [17], but not deployed.
A. Flow Proportional Queueing
Another approach, referred to as Flow Proportional Queueing (FPQ) [6], is to meet the loss rate constraint p̂, not by
limiting Nb , but by increasing the RTT of the flows as Nb
increases. Since the RTT includes the queueing delay at the
target link, increasing the buffer space of that link would

increase the RTTs of the carried TCP flows. This would tend
to keep the loss rate constant in spite of an increase in the
number of TCP flows.
Specifically, suppose that the Nb flows are homogeneous,
and that their RTT is
T = Tp + Tq

(19)

where Tq is the queueing delay at the target link and Tp
accounts for all other delays along the forward or reverse paths
of the flows. From (18) and (19), we see that the queueing
delay T̂q that is required to meet the loss rate constraint p̂ is
T̂q =

0.87
√ Nb − T p
C p̂

(20)

The key observation is that to keep the loss rate constant, the
queueing delay should increase proportionally to Nb .
The average queueing delay Tq in a congested link can be
assumed to be, as a first-order approximation, equal to the
maximum queueing delay B/C. Then, the buffer requirement
to keep the loss rate below p̂ is
B ≈ C T̂q = Kp Nb − CTp

(21)

0.87
Kp = √
p̂

(22)

where

So, B has to be sufficiently large so that each flow can have
a window of Kp packets, either stored in the buffer (B term)
or elsewhere in the path (CTp term). Note that Kp ≈9 packets
for p̂=1%, and Kp ≈6 packets for p̂=2%.
The buffer sizing formula (21) is basically the same as the
FPQ scheme of [6]. Comparing (21) with FPQ (see Figure 5
of that reference), we see that FPQ sets Kp to 6 packets, and
it does not take into account the term CTp . Another difference
is that [6] proposes to have Kp packets per active TCP flow
at the target link. However, in our model, we only take into
account flows that are bottlenecked at the target link (LBP
flows).
B. Integrated model for ρ̂ and p̂
(16) was derived considering only the utilization constraint
ρ̂, while (21) only considered the loss rate constraint p̂. To
meet both constraints, B has to be sufficiently large to satisfy
the most stringent of the two requirements for any value of
Nb . Since (21) increases proportionally with Nb , we expect
that B will be determined by the utilization constraint if Nb
is less than a certain number of flows Ñb (if the effective RTT
remains constant). If Nb >Ñb , B is determined by the loss rate
constraint instead.
In the case of heterogeneous flows with different RTTs,
the term Tp in (21) should be replaced with the effective
RTT Te of (12). The reason is that the number of bytes that
are “in-flight” in the path, but not stored in the buffer, is
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Analytical and simulation results for ρ̂=98% and p̂=1%.

CTe . Thus, the minimum buffer requirement for the given
constraints ρ̂≈100% and p̂ is
(
−2M Nb [1−q(Nb )]
if Nb < Ñb
Bρ = q(Nb )CTe2−q(N
b)
B̂ =
Bp = Kp Nb − CTe
if Nb > Ñb
(23)
where Ñb is the value of Nb at which Bρ =Bp , q(Nb ) is given
by (13), the effective RTT Te is given by (12), and Kp is given
by (22).
Figure 3 compares the buffer sizing formula (23) with
simulation results for the minimum buffer requirement when
ρ̂=98% and p̂=1%. We assume that the loss synchronization
factor is α=0.55. Note that the flows have different RTTs
(heterogeneous case), and so the effective RTT Te changes
as we vary Nb . Ñb is about 30 flows, which is shown by
the dotted line in Figure 3. We see that the model slightly
underestimates the buffer requirement, due to the probabilistic
nature of loss synchronization or due to an error in the chosen
value of α. The error is, however, quite small. For a larger
number of flows, the minimum buffer requirement given by
the simulations increases almost linearly with Nb , and (23) is
quite accurate in matching both the slope and magnitude of
the required buffer. Further validation results, considering also
some limited amount of traffic from non-LBP flows, are given
in § VII.
V. D ELAY CONSTRAINT
The previous two sections considered the utilization and
loss rate constraints, which are both important for throughputintensive data transfer applications. Many applications, however, also have end-to-end delay constraints. For instance, realtime conferencing, IP telephony, and telnet-like applications
can tolerate a maximum delay before their utility drops to
zero. As discussed in §II, even though the delay constraint
can be stated in a probabilistic manner based on the delay tail
distribution, a maximum delay constraint dˆ is easier to work
with and it does not depend on the statistical characteristics
of the traffic.

Web browsing flows, which are TCP-based, can also be
viewed as interactive [18]. Since they typically consist of
only a few data segments, their transfer latency is primarily
dependent on their RTTs and loss rate, and not on the capacity
of the path. [16] showed how to predict the transfer latency
of a short TCP flow taking into account the connection
establishment phase, slow-start, and potential losses during
those phases, given the RTT and loss rate. So, limiting the
queueing delay at the links a Web flow goes through also
limits the flow’s RTT, providing a lower transfer latency.
In this section, we extend the buffer provisioning model
ˆ Since
of §IV with a maximum queueing delay constraint d.
the maximum queueing delay at a link of capacity C and
buffer space B is given by B/C, the queueing delay constraint
requires that B is limited by
B ≤ C dˆ

(24)

We now face a feasibility problem: the constraints for ρ̂, p̂,
and dˆ will not be satisfiable if the minimum buffer requirement
ˆ So, given C, Te , and N , the
of (23) is larger than C d.
maximum delay constraint that can be met is
Bρ Bp
dˆ > max{ ,
}
(25)
C C
where Bρ and Bp are as given by (23). If a lower delay
bound is required, the network operator would need to sacrifice
the utilization and/or loss rate objectives, limit the maximum
number of persistent flows through an admission control unit,
or increase the capacity C of the link.
In the rest of this paper, we assume that the utilization and
loss rate requirements are more important than the maximum
delay requirement. So, whenever dˆ is not feasible, we are
interested in the minimum buffer requirement to meet the ρ̂
and p̂ constraints, so that at least we minimize the maximum
queueing delay. In the evaluation section, we assume that the
delay constraint dˆ is large enough so that (25) is true.
VI. PARAMETER

ESTIMATION

In the last three sections, we derived an approximation for
the minimum buffer size B that is required to saturate a link
of capacity C and to meet a maximum loss rate constraint and
a maximum queueing delay constraint. Figure 4 summarizes
that result, which we refer to as Buffer Sizing for Congested
Links (BSCL). Notice that the BSCL formula requires the
following traffic parameters: an estimate of the number of LBP
flows (Nb ), their aggregate capacity share (Ce ), RTTs (Ti ),
and a typical Maximum Segment Size (M ). We also need an
estimate of the loss synchronization factor α, or an estimate
of the average loss-burst length L̄Nb for the given number of
LBP flows. In this section, we describe how to estimate these
parameters from passively collected traces of packet departures
and loss events. Even when the previous parameters cannot be
estimated accurately in practice, it is still important to know
the factors that the buffer requirement depends on, and their
relative impact on B. In § VII, we present some simulation

B = max{Bρ , Bp }

(26)

where:
Bρ =

q(Nb )Ce Te −2M Nb [1−q(Nb )]
2−q(Nb )

B p = K p Nb − C e T e
Nb : number of LBP flows at target link
Ce : effective capacity for LBP flows
(e.g., Ce =0.9C for 10% non-LBP traffic)
b
Te = PNN
b
i=1

1/Ti

: effective RTT of LBP flows

M : Maximum Segment Size for LBP flows
√
Kp = 0.87/ p̂ (9 packets for p̂=1%)

q(Nb ) = 1 − (1 − 1/Nb )L̄Nb
L̄Nb ≈ αNb : Average size of a loss burst
where α is the loss synchronization factor
Fig. 4. BSCL formula: minimum buffer requirement to saturate a link of
capacity C and limit the loss rate to less than p̂.

results for the robustness of BSCL to estimation errors in Nb ,
α, and Te .
Estimation of Nb and Ce : As previously mentioned, Nb
is the number of large TCP flows that are limited, in terms
of throughput, only due to congestive losses at the target link.
In particular, we need to distinguish LBP flows from TCP
flows that are bottlenecked in other links, or that are limited
by their size or advertised window. Actually, the problem of
classifying TCP flows based on their primary rate-limiting
factor was studied in depth in [19]. That work developed
techniques that determine if a TCP flow is limited by congestion, sender/receiver maximum window, “opportunity” (i.e.,
size), etc, based on a passively collected trace of the flow’s
packets. We use the techniques of [19] to detect size-limited
and window-limited TCP flows4 .
To distinguish between flows that are limited by congestion
at the target link (LBP) from flows that experience congestion
in other links, we developed a new heuristic. The basic idea
relies on the temporal correlation between the packet losses
and rate reductions of a TCP flow, as observed at the target
link. If a rate reduction of flow X is not preceded in the recent
past by a packet loss by that flow at the target link, we infer
that the window reduction must have been a consequence of a
4 We found, however, that the techniques described in [19] are not too accurate to identify window-limited flows when queueing delays are comparable
to propagation delays.

packet loss in some other link. If that happens several times,
the flow is bottlenecked elsewhere (RBP). Otherwise, if most
of the significant rate reductions of X follow packet losses at
the target link, we count the flow as LBP. Ce is estimated as
the aggregate rate of LBP flows.
Notice that window-limited TCP flows would also show
strong temporal correlations between loss events and rate
reductions; the key difference with LBP flows is that the
latter keep increasing their window until a loss occurs. The
simulations of § VII show that BSCL is robust to a limited
overestimation in the number of LBP flows. So, the possible
mis-classification of window-limited flows as LBPs has no
major impact.
Estimation of Te : To calculate the effective RTT of LBP
flows, we need an estimate of their RTTs Ti . There are several passive measurement algorithms that provide reasonably
accurate RTT estimates for TCP connections [20], [21], [22].
In this paper, we adopted the algorithm presented in [21],
mostly because it does not require both traffic directions and
is quite simple. The estimation technique of [21] is based
on the time spacing of the 3-way-handshake TCP messages,
and/or on the time spacing between the packets of the first
two round-trips of a flow during slow-start. In either case,
a single measurement is produced, reflecting the RTT at the
start of the flow, before the latter builds up any queueing at
the target link. According to [21], their estimation technique
provides an RTT for 55-85% of the TCP workload, while
about 90% of the measurements are accurate within 10% or
5ms, whichever is larger. The technique of [21] has a higher
estimation coverage and accuracy for large TCP flows, which
makes it quite appropriate for LBP flows.
Estimation of L̄Nb or α: The Bρ term depends on the
degree of loss synchronization, which in turn depends on the
average length of a loss burst L̄Nb for that value of Nb , or, if
we assume the linearity of (17), on the loss synchronization
factor α. In section § III, we described how to measure the
average loss burst L̄Nb from a loss-event trace, and how to
estimate α from (17). If a loss-event trace is available, then
the average or median size of a loss burst L̄Nb should be used
directly, as it is more accurate especially when Nb <10 or so.
However, if a loss trace is not available, then a typical value
of α can be used instead, such as α=0.55.
VII. E VALUATION
We evaluated the BSCL scheme using NS-2 simulations.
The simulation topology is shown in the Appendix, with the
capacity of the target link set to 50Mbps. We load the target
link with 4 types of traffic: persistent TCP flows that are
bottlenecked at the target link (LBP flows), persistent TCP
flows that are bottlenecked at the access link prior to the target
link (RBP flows), window-limited TCP flows, and short TCP
flows. The number of RBP flows and window-limited flows is
20 and 10, respectively, while the number of LBP flows varies
from 2 to 400. The short flows have an average size of 14
packets, and their interarrivals are exponentially distributed.
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The total amount of non-LBP traffic varies between 5% to
20% (i.e., Ce varies from 95% to 80% of C). 40% of the
non-LBP traffic comes from RBP flows, 40% from windowlimited flows, and 20% from short flows. The offered load
from short flows is controlled by their interarrival time, while
the offered load from RBP flows and window-limited flows
is controlled by the access link capacity and receiver window,
respectively. All flows start at random times in the first 10%
of the simulation duration, which is then ignored from the
analysis of the simulation results.
We run each simulation once with the target link buffer
set to B = CTavg , which is the rule of thumb described in
§ III. We then apply the estimation techniques described in
§ VI to get estimates for Nb , Te and L̄Nb . From the formula
of Figure 4, we then determine the BSCL requirement for a
maximum loss rate p̂=1%, and run the simulation again with
that value of B. We also simulate with the buffer size of
CT
the Stanford scheme [4], which is B = √avg
. Note that [4]
N
does not differentiate between LBP flows and other flows; for
comparison purposes, we set N to Nb in their formula.
Figures 5-7 show the loss rate that is measured at the target
link with each buffering scheme, when the LBP capacity share
Ce decreases from 95% to 80%. We see that when Ce is 90%
of C, BSCL manages to keep the loss rate close to the p̂=1%
threshold. As the amount of non-LBP traffic is increased,
however, BSCL starts violating that objective. This is because
we have assumed that the buffer requirement of non-LBP
traffic can be ignored, which of course is not true when that
share of the workload is significant compared to LBP traffic.
The CT rule of thumb and the Stanford scheme, on the other
hand, produce a loss rate that increases significantly with the
number of LBP flows. For 300 LBP flows, the loss rate is
about 4% and 10% with the CT formula and with the Stanford
scheme, respectively.
We also investigated the target link utilization that results
from the previous three buffering schemes (CTavg , Stanford,
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BSCL). Simulation results (not included here due to space
constraints) show that the utilization remains at 100% with all
three schemes, as long as the number of LBP flows is more
than 10-20. With lower values of Nb , as Figure 8 shows, BSCL
can slightly underestimate the buffer requirement if L̄Nb is
estimated as the median, rather than the average, loss-burst
length. This is because, at low values of Nb , we occasionally
see a few very long loss-bursts that make the average lossburst significantly longer than the median. Figure 8 also shows
that BSCL causes a more significant underutilization (80%)
when Nb is just two flows. This is because our probabilistic
model for partial loss synchronization cannot capture the
almost deterministic synchronization patterns that emerge in
that case. A simple correction would be to modify BSCL so
that B = CTe if Nb is less than 5 flows.
Table I shows the buffer requirement (in terms of 1500B packets) predicted from each of the previous three buffer
sizing schemes for increasing values of Nb . These results refer
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Fig. 8. Utilization for small values of Nb (Ce =90% of C). Note that the
waviness in the BSCL curve is due to variations in the effective RTT of the
simulated flows as we increase N b .

to the case Ce =0.9×C. Note that Te varies as we increase
Nb . When Nb becomes larger than Ñb =17 flows, the BSCL
buffer requirement is determined by the maximum loss rate
rather than the utilization constraint. The rule of thumb B =
CT predicts a buffer size that is much larger than that of
BSCL when Nb is less than about 20-40 flows. For more flows,
that rule requires less buffering than BSCL, but as previously
shown, it also leads to a significant loss rate. The Stanford
scheme requires more buffering than BSCL when the number
of LBP flows is less than about 20, mostly because it does not
consider the effect of partial loss synchronization. For more
flows, the Stanford buffer requirement drops rapidly, but it also
causes a significant loss rate.
It is also important to examine the robustness of BSCL
to estimation errors in the parameters Nb , L̄Nb , and Te ,
especially when real-time measurement and adjustment of
these parameters is not feasible in practice. In our robustness
study, we introduced controlled errors in Nb , L̄Nb and Te , after
the initial estimation of the latter as described in § VI. Then,
we repeated the simulations several times with the erroneous
estimates to observe the impact of those errors in the loss rate
and utilization at the target link. We found that overestimation
or underestimation errors up to 20% in L̄Nb or in Te do
not cause violations in the utilization or loss rate constraints.
However, as Figure 9 shows, the underestimation of Nb by
20% does violate the loss rate constraint by up to 0.5% for
Nb less than 200 flows. Overestimation of Nb by a certain
factor, on the other hand, causes overestimation of the buffer
requirement by the same factor, when the buffer requirement
is determined by the loss rate constraint.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
The buffer sizing problem for routers and switches has been
considered “black art” for some time. Buffer provisioning
based on open-loop traffic models ignores the reactive nature
of TCP traffic, which accounts for at least 90% of the

Fig. 9. Robustness to Nb estimation errors. Note that the waviness of the
curves is due to variations in the effective RTT of the simulated flows as we
increase Nb .
Nb
2
7
13
15
17
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
250
300
350
400

CTavg
1600
1159
953
850
881
838
767
673
714
710
672
696
696
672
689
687
672
682
682

Stanford model
1131
438
264
219
213
187
121
86
79
71
61
58
55
50
48
43
38
36
34

BSCL
336
233
196
100
93
115
282
396
583
688
898
1092
1281
1508
1659
2078
2459
2882
3200

TABLE I
B UFFER

REQUIREMENT OF THREE SIZING SCHEMES FOR INCREASING
NUMBER OF

LBP FLOWS .

Internet traffic today. On the other hand, provisioning based
on a typical bandwidth-delay product can lead to either poor
utilization and high loss rate, or significant overestimation
of the buffer requirement. The recently proposed “Stanford”
scheme [4] has been a significant step forward, showing that
the buffer requirement can be much lower than the bandwidthdelay product. This is a major relief for hardware designers
of backbone routers, given that an OC-792 interface would
otherwise require almost a Gigabyte of SRAM buffer space. It
is important to understand, however, that the Stanford scheme
focuses only on utilization, ignoring the resulting loss rate.
With a large number of LBP flows, that buffer sizing approach
can lead to a high loss rate and poor performance for many
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significant queueing delays. All simulations run for 200 seconds. Longer simulations do not produce significantly different
results. The reported results ignore the first 20 seconds of each
simulation run.
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applications.
The main contribution of our paper was to derive a buffer
sizing formula (BSCL) for congested links. BSCL is applicable
for links in which 80-90% of their traffic comes from large
TCP flows that are locally bottlenecked. In that case, BSCL
manages to keep the target link saturated without letting the
loss rate exceed a given bound (typically 1%). BSCL considers
heterogeneous RTTs and partial loss synchronization, two
effects that have been largely ignored in previous work. Also,
BSCL distinguishes between the total number of active TCP
flows and the number of LBP flows. The former can be orders
of magnitude higher than the latter in practice, because of the
large number of short TCP flows. A limitation of our work
is that the BSCL validation is strictly based on simulations.
An interesting task for future work will be to apply the BSCL
model in a congested router interface, carrying real Internet
traffic, observe the resulting utilization and loss rate, and
compare with other proposed buffer provisioning schemes.
A PPENDIX : S IMULATION DETAILS
We have experimented with several simulation topologies.
The results reported in this paper are based on the simulation
topology of Figure 10. A set of 18 source nodes, located at
the nodes of a tree, generate TCP flows destined to a single
sink node. The internal links have a diverse set of propagation
delays, causing an RTT distribution between 20ms and 534ms
with an average of 217ms. The TCP flows use NewReno,
Delayed ACKs, the SACK option, 1500-byte data packets, and
10,000-packet advertised windows (unless if noted otherwise).
The non-bottlenecked links are provisioned in terms of both
capacity and buffer size so that they do not cause losses or
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